
Christine Cooper & Andrew Cordani  
present 

Tavern Trails 
Albert Tavern  

65 Harrington Road 

South Norwood 

SE25 4LX 

Sunday 1st September 2019, 14:00  

              

 The Walk: A flat, buggy friendly walk 2.6 mile walk on a flat, often well paved paths (with 

kids clues). No Stiles.  

The Venue: A comfortable modern Greene King pub with well-kept ales which is popular 

with all ages. It is a short walk from the tram and has Cask Marque accreditation. Dog and 

child friendly. No car park, but adequate space for local parking on surrounding streets,  

Sunday Roast available (pre-booking necessary) Telephone: 0208 654 0452 

https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-london/albert-tavern/  

 

OS Grid Reference:  TQ3461468255 

Directions: From Hewitts Roundabout M25 J4 (12.5 miles/30 mins) 

Follow A21 and A232 to Addington Rd/A2022 in West Wickham 

Continue on A2022. Take Shirley Church Rd to Shirley Rd/A232 in Croydon 

At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Shirley Rd/A232 

Follow A215 to Harrington Rd (on right) 

Public Transport: Bus stops Harrington Road (PG) or (PM) (250m) 

Nearby Bus Routes 130, 197, 312 

Nearby London Underground/Overground/DLR/THAMESLINK  (650m) Norwood Junction  

(THAMESLINK) - Sun:  7:40 AM to 7:15 PM Harrington Road Tram is a 10min walk 

Nearby Metro (500m) Harrington Road Tram Stop

https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-london/albert-tavern/


 

 

Chris Cooper and Andrew Cordani 

present:  Tavern Trails 

 

Sunday 1st September 2019 
 

Start 2.00 p.m.  
                                   Time Allowed 3.5 hours 

 
www.quizwalks.com                                      

or phone     07775 920844 

         

No house names except the public sort obviously.  

Starter Clues  

1.  If totally complete every time, there would be no dusty numbers to mess with us.   

2.  This is our maker in a way: among other things, it seems to say.       

3.  Initially makes something stupid from a toxic, but in this case, very secure liquid.   

4.  It takes a braver talent than ours, we’re confused & don’t have a clue.     

 

Stage 1   

Cross the road and walk down right-hand side of Albert Road. The entry to the park is on your left at the end 

of the houses.   ES1 before you enter the park. 

 

5.   Just one pretty pointless roundabout?    

6.  A quartet of canines is a handful indeed but please no more  

      Even the 3-legged ones are quite a chore.                 

7.  Exotic as paint jobs go, so whose pretty boy?          

8.  It’s not Harry Potter but a familiar sight brings up the rear.       

9.   Nearing Brexit, it may be advisable to check all Brit’s papers are correct.   

 

Stage 2  

Enter the park and take the right-hand path. When it reaches the tramline, turn left and follow the tramlines. 

Ignore all the crossings and keep on this path right up to an alley and a house blocks your path.  

ES2 is just before you cross the tramline. 

   

10.  Sounds like the girl who almost dreams to aspire?   

11.  Spider man and batman might find free running over soviet walls here too easily.  

12.  You don’t need Specsavers (™) to see Croydon from here.    

    

 
Stage 3   

Cross the tramline (looking both ways naturally – no clues on the lines obviously) 

Continue along this path and right on past the notice board. Follow this path until you reach a junction of 

four paths.   ES3 is this junction of paths. (where you will take the right path on Stage 4). 

 

 

 

 

Spare:  Having looked left, right and left again 

time to look up and down  for good measure                                  



 

13.  A guardian of peace and in addition, an “eeh by gum”.      

14.  Closely observing, we may be cross and eating words if this is misread.         

        Even at a distance, we’re misled.       
 

 

Stage 4 

There are no clues in this section so amuse yourselves by watching the wildlife perhaps.  Hovering 

kestrels are an endless distraction. 

Turn right at this junction of paths and follow this as it meanders right and then left and then right again. As 

the path nears housing on your left, turn right when you come to an old bridge 

ES4 is before you cross the bridge. 

 

Stage 5        

Follow the main path and ignoring smaller paths to your right until you see a litter bin on your left which 

seems rather out of place (off the beaten track) but handy for this pair of organisers as a reference point. 

Just past this bin is a fork and you should take the right path which brings you to the Park Visitors Centre. 

Keep to the right of the car park and then past the playground on your right and on to the café building. 

ES5 is the far end of the green fencing before the shady path.  
     
15. Some dodgy carpentry: an endeavour. Just done with no polish whatsoever   

16. We’re prohibited to do this here, but what IT is we’re not at all clear.    

17. If you need wooden wisdom then this raptor is top of the list once more. 

18. It is clear. Broken hearts are mended here.              

19.  We'll allow you time to get a grip: Trump would slice & roll 

  but not enough minutes for the 19th hole.    

 

Stage 6              

Take the narrow path to the left of the café which brings you back to the tram crossing. (Cross safely – no 

clues on line).   After you cross, ignore the paths to left and right by the tramlines but continue in the same 

forward direction across the grass (with the tramlines behind you) & with the shrubbery to your right.  This 

*desire path* brings you back to the main path walked in Stage 2. Turn right and retrace your steps almost 

to the end where a right hand path leads you out of the park on to Westgate Road. Keep to the left pavement. 

Turn left at the end of the road and back to the pub. 

 

20.  There are definitely no seasonal tips welcome here     

21. “We cross the T’s, dot the I’s and dump you altogether” specifically where we are. 

22. He will sniff out any wrong doers.   Unpaid work but a domestic calling.   

23.  One could say that this message is pitched at specific readers  

    And not just left there to mislead us.                   

24.  Ceramic reminders of a black & white world     

      before Sky, up there and twirled.                       

25.  A polite sign to “please refrain” but have a dictionary close at hand    

 

Spare:  If you’re missing any answers, that’s just bad luck!    

 

 

 

 

*** Desire path:  a path created as a consequence of erosion caused by human or animal traffic. 

 

 



    

Tavern Trails – 1st September 2019     Christine Cooper and Andrew Cordani 

 

1.  Bury St E*munds         (anag  12)  No 1st D in one window 

2.     Quiz machines            DHLeisure Services  

3.  MSS mercury security 

4.  Albert Tavern     anag 12 letters 

5. One point painted over 

6. No more than 4 walked dogs sign 

7. Parrot belongs to Glasurit’s  - Sign on Sth Norwood Coachworks Ltd 

8. Witch and cat on broomstick on house (cat is a witch’s familiar) 

9.  Bass Tripper            (anag 11) 

10. Lucy Oxford (City of dreaming spires) 

11.  On the ground are two parallel remains of red brick walls 

12 From the alley way you can see a large sign with the Croydon logo 

Spare Survey mark  

13 JEDIE graffiti - Jedi are guardians of peace (star wars) plus an E (by gum). 

14.  Sign in the water says “Dogs in Water”  (anag 1) 

15 Badly hammered nails on bridge (no polish – nail polish) 

16. A sign prohibiting something but too badly defaced to be understood 

17. Wooden owl on top of totem pole 

18 Defibrillator in box on visitors centre 

19 Golfers at Pitch and Putt  closes ½ an hour before park gates close 

20 No Tipping sign decorated with tinsel 

21 On the farthest Country park sign on leaving park the U letter has dropped off the word Country. 

22 Sign in window that Cocker Spaniel is Guard on Duty  

23 Sign asking Yodel drivers not to leave parcels in porch 

24 Old black and white insulators high up on house  

25 Plaese no junk mail  - sign typo 

Spare  Shattered mirror is bad luck  

 

 

 

 



 

 


